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Three-moment bulk microphysics schemes are attractive since they can determine the shape parameter α of the
gamma particle size distributions (PSDs) from the predicted moments, but they are more computationally
expensive compared with two-moment schemes. In this study, new diagnostic relations between α and the meanmass diameter are developed for rain, graupel and hail hydrometeor categories based on the simulations for a
severe hailstorm over eastern China using the Milbrandt and Yau (MY) three-moment scheme.
The new relations are introduced into the MY two-moment scheme and applied to the simulation of the same
hailstorm at 1 km grid spacing. Different configurations of the MY schemes, including one-moment, two-moment
with fixed α, with the original and new α diagnostic relations, and with the new α relation applied to hail only,
and three-moment schemes, are also used to simulate the hailstorm. The new fully diagnostic-α two-moment
scheme is found to improve the simulation of the general storm structure compared with the other twomoment schemes. It also reproduces the maximum estimated size of hail closer to that from the three-moment
scheme while still retaining computational efficiency. Explicit prediction of hail by the new diagnostic-α twomoment scheme, including the surface accumulated hail mass, number and distribution is the most consistent
with that of the three-moment scheme. The experiment with the new α relation applied to hail only predicts a
larger number of smaller hail and higher radar reflectivity, consistent with rain and graupel size over-estimation
from excessive size sorting. Detailed microphysical budget analyses for hail, graupel and rain indicate that the
new diagnostic relations yield substantial improvements in hydrometeor mass growth processes and size sorting
representation.

1. Introduction
With the continuous increase in computing power and model reso
lution, microphysics parameterization (MP) becomes increasingly
essential for numerical weather prediction. The MP schemes parame
terize the formation of cloud and hydrometeor particles, their growth
and interactions, and their fallout as precipitation. However, a number
of studies (e.g., Hong et al., 2004; Milbrandt and Yau, 2006a, 2006b,
hereafter MY06a, b; Morrison et al., 2009; Jung et al., 2010; Dawson
et al., 2010, 2015; Putnam et al., 2014, 2017; Planche et al., 2019;
Labriola et al., 2019a, 2019b; Morrison et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020)

have shown that parameterization of microphysical processes is a sub
stantial source of uncertainty within convective scale forecasts.
According to the representation of cloud and precipitation particle
size distributions, MP schemes can be broadly characterized as spectral
bin, bulk, and Lagrangian particle-based schemes. Bin schemes (e.g.,
Khain and Pokrovsky, 2004; Lynn et al., 2005a, 2005b) generally predict
the evolution of the particle size distributions (PSDs) by discretizing the
PSDs across tens of size or mass bins, which allow more flexible PSDs.
Bulk schemes (e.g., Milbrandt and Yau, 2005a, 2005b, hereafter MY05a,
b; Hong et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2008; Morrison et al., 2009;
Mansell, 2010) typically assume certain functional forms of PSDs and
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predict specific moments of the PSDs so as to determine the free pa
rameters within. In Lagrangian particle-based schemes, the PSD (e.g.,
Andrejczuk et al., 2010; Riechelmann et al., 2012; Brdar and Seifert,
2018) is represented by sampled “super-particles” with multiplicity
factor, providing a path towards numerical convergence for cloud
modelling in principle. However, as bin and Lagrangian particle-based
schemes are much more expensive computationally, costing at least an
order of magnitude more than bulk schemes, bulk schemes are the
workhorses in operational weather prediction and related research (e.g.,
Morrison and Pinto, 2005; MY06a, b; Loftus et al., 2014; Loftus and
Cotton, 2014; Pan et al., 2016; Labriola et al., 2017, 2019a, 2019b; Luo
et al., 2017, 2018, 2020, L17, L18 and L20 hereafter respectively;
Johnson et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2020). Besides, recent
studies have highlighted large uncertainties in ice microphysics and
numerical diffusion processes across mass bins in bin schemes, which
can result in large spread across simulations (vanZanten et al., 2011; Xue
et al., 2017; Grabowski et al., 2019). With the particle-based schemes,
Grabowski et al. (2019) noted significant uncertainties in the initiali
zation of super-particles while more efficient treatment of collisional
breakup processes for particle-based schemes is numerical challenging
(Morrison et al., 2020).
The PSDs in bulk MP schemes directly impact microphysical pro
cesses of all categories and terminal velocities of hydrometeors. The
three-parameter Gamma distribution is the most widely used form of
PSD (e.g., MY05a, b; Morrison et al., 2009; Mansell, 2010), as given by
equation
N(D) = N0 Dα exp( − λD)

predicted, three-moment schemes are computationally more expensive
than corresponding two-moment schemes. Moreover, due to the inde
pendent variations of the total number concentrations of hydrometeors
in two-moment schemes and the allowance for size sorting, dramatic
improvements can be achieved in simulated storm structures and pre
cipitation fields when changing from one to two-moment schemes
(MY06b; Dawson et al., 2010). Thus, two-moment schemes have become
more widely used in recent years (e.g., Mansell et al., 2010; Grabowski
and Morrison, 2016; Snook et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2018;
Zhu et al., 2020; Planche et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020).
However, several studies have concluded that two-moment schemes
with fixed values for α often suffer from excessive size sorting; and the
size sorting rate increases as α decreases (e.g., MY05a; Milbrandt and
Mctaggart-Cowan, 2010; Kumjian and Ryzhkov, 2012). Besides, Brandes
et al. (2002) also found that the α of raindrops observed from convective
and stratiform rain in Florida and Oklahoma varies widely from − 2 to
10. Therefore, different approaches have been proposed to curtail
excessive size sorting in two-moment schemes by deriving relations of α
from observations and simulations using more complicated MP schemes.
For example, Zhang et al. (2001) proposed a method to calculate gamma
distribution parameters for rain based on radar observations, including
reflectivity and differential reflectivity; a constrained-gamma distribu
tion model with relations between α and λ parameters was also derived
from video disdrometer measurements. Besides, other relationships be
tween α and λ have been derived based on both radar and disdrometer
observations (e.g., Zhang et al., 2006; Cao et al., 2008), but these re
lations are less accurate across different rain regions (Naumann and
Seifert, 2016). Moreover, the relations derived from disdrometer ob
servations at the surface are limited to rain at the low levels.
As bin schemes can generate more flexible PSDs and three-moment
schemes can directly predict α, they have been taken as benchmarks
to derive relationships of α in two-moment schemes; in particular, the
empirical relations between α and mean-mass diameter (Dm) are
commonly used (e.g., MY05a; Seifert, 2008; Milbrandt and McTaggartCowan, 2010). MY05a was the first to postulate α-Dm relations based
on a simulation using the Milbrandt and Yau (MY) three-moment
scheme applied in a one-dimensional column mode where only sedi
mentation processes of the hydrometeors are considered. More recently,
to improve the original diagnostic relations of α in the two-moment P3
scheme, new α-Dm relations of ice categories were derived based on an
idealized supercell simulation using three-moment ice version of P3
scheme (Milbrandt et al., 2021). Earlier, Seifert (2008) and Milbrandt
and McTaggart-Cowan (2010) derived different α-Dm relations for hy
drometeors using bin schemes in one-dimensional idealized simulations.
However, Naumann and Seifert (2016) noted that as the relations be
tween α and Dm were derived from idealized heavy precipitation events,
they are unsuitable for shallow culumus simulations. L18 noted that the
diagnosed α of hail within the original diagnostic-α two-moment MY
scheme (MY05a) differed significantly from the values predicted by
three-moment MY scheme for a hailstorm over eastern China. As an
extension of the study of L18, in this study, we develop new diagnosed α
relations based on output from a three-moment MY scheme simulation
of the hailstorm, and apply the relations to the multi-moment version of
MY scheme. Few earlier studies with diagnostic-α schemes have focused
on hailstorms, with that of MY06b being an exception.
The MY bulk schemes are selected in this study because they have
been widely used for severe storm simulations (e.g., MY06a, b; Dawson
et al., 2010, 2015; Wainwright et al., 2014; Pan et al., 2016; Putnam
et al., 2017; L17, L18; Labriola et al., 2019a, 2019b); plus, the package
contains one-, two- and three-moment options. Also, it has both graupel
and hail categories, which allows it to produce more realistic storm
structures and hail signatures (Johnson et al., 2019).
Specifically, the goals of this study are two-fold. Firstly, new re
lations between the α and Dm of precipitating hydrometeors, i.e., rain,
graupel, and hail, are developed, based on a real case simulation using
the MY three-moment scheme at 1-km grid spacing for a severe

(1)

where N0, α and λ are often referred to as the intercept, shape and slope
parameters, respectively, while D is the diameter of the particle. The
simplest bulk schemes predict only one moment of PSD for each hy
drometeor — usually the third moment or hydrometeor mass mixing
ratio (Q) while specifying N0 and α as fixed values (e.g., Kessler, 1969;
Hong et al., 2006; Lin and Colle, 2011; Bae et al., 2019). In two-moment
schemes, Q and the total number concentration (NT) of the hydrome
teors are predicted (e.g., MY05a; Thompson et al., 2008; Morrison et al.,
2009; Mansell, 2010; Bae et al., 2016; Lei et al., 2020). Thus, λ and N0
can be diagnosed based on Q and NT when α is prescribed as a constant
value. More recently, another type of two-moment microphysics scheme
predicting bulk particle properties (P3) for single ice category has been
developed (Morrison and Milbrandt, 2015), which provides a new
approach to the representation of ice particle evolution. Milbrandt and
Morrison (2016) expanded the P3 scheme to include multiple ice cate
gories by allowing ice particles with different bulk properties to coexist.
However, several studies have noted that the P3 scheme is problematic
in predicting the hail distribution within a storm (Labriola et al., 2019b)
and cannot generate the polarimetric signatures identified in the ob
servations (Johnson et al., 2019). To further improve the P3 schemes,
Milbrandt et al. (2021) proposed a three-moment representation of the
size distribution of ice categories; results from sensitivity simulations
suggest that the new three-moment ice version of P3 scheme can better
handle gravitational size sorting of ice and improve the representation of
heavily rimed ice. They also noted that three-moment representation of
rain (Paukert et al., 2019) and better parameterization of ice melting
(Cholette et al., 2019) might also help to address the underestimation of
radar reflectivity in the three-moment P3 scheme.
To obtain a fully prognostic gamma PSD for each category, threemoment schemes were developed (e.g., MY05b; Loftus et al., 2014),
which predict Q, NT and the sixth-moment radar reflectivity factors (Z)
of the hydrometeors. Comparisons against observations suggested that
the simulated storm propagation, storm structure and microphysical
fields were better reproduced by simulations using three-moment
schemes than using one- or two-moment schemes (e.g., MY06b; Loftus
and Cotton, 2014; Dawson et al., 2015; L17, L18). Nevertheless, as an
additional variable (i.e., Z) associated with each species needs to be
2
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hailstorm event on 28 April 2015 in eastern China. Because the range of
snow Dm is narrow, no appropriate α-Dm relation is found for snow, so α
for snow is set to a constant value. Secondly, the new relations are
implemented into the MY two-moment scheme within the Advanced
Regional Prediction System (ARPS, Xue et al., 2000, 2001, 2003), and its
hail forecast skill for the same case is evaluated through comparison
with radar and other observations and with simulations with different
treatment of the shape parameters. Microphysical budget analyses on
the source and sink terms associated with the hydrometeors are per
formed to understand how the shape parameters affect hail prediction.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 pro
vides a brief overview of the severe hailstorm event, and Section 3
documents the metrics used to diagnose the α-Dm relations of hydro
meteors in the diagnostic-α two-moment scheme. The design of the
sensitivity simulations and the model setup are described in Section 4.
Section 5 evaluates the explicit hail prediction skills of the diagnostic-α
two-moment scheme against other simulations. The reasons for the
difference in performance are also investigated by examining the PSDs
within the storms and performing detailed budget analyses for rain,
graupel and hail categories. Finally, a summary and conclusions are
presented in Section 6.

However, α is assumed as a constant in widely used two-moment MP
schemes (e.g., Seifert and Beheng, 2006; Thompson et al., 2008; Mor
rison et al., 2009; Mansell, 2010; Lim and Hong, 2010; Morrison and
Milbrandt, 2015). In the MY three-moment scheme (MY05b), α can be
directly computed from the predicted moments, and verifications
against observations indicate that the MY three-moment scheme re
produces storm evolution and hydrometeor distributions within storms
the best compared with other schemes (e.g., MY06a; Dawson et al.,
2015; L18). The advantages of the MY three-moment scheme are
ascribed to its more flexible treatment of PSDs compared with its oneand two-moment counterparts, and its capability to limit excessive size
sorting by converging the weighted fall speeds of the hydrometeor to
wards the same value (Dawson et al., 2014). Here, we want to point out
that in the three-moment MY scheme, rain break-up does not impact the
prediction of radar reflectivity, but only indirectly impact the prediction
of total number concentration with a bulk collection efficiency. Snow
fragmentation or aggregation are not accounted for either. These pro
cesses would cause spectral broadening and their omission to some
extent affects the ability for the three-moment MY scheme to accurately
predict the shape parameters of hydrometeor DSDs. For this reason,
there are limitations to our fitted relations as well. An alternative
approach is try to formulate bulk two-moment microphysics scheme
based on more flexible special bin model, and the recent study of Pau
kert et al. (2019) is an effort in this direction. The latter approach is,
however, much more complex than diagnosing new shape parameters
and is therefore beyond the scope of this paper.
In this study, we derive the diagnostic relations between α and Dm for
the MY two-moment scheme based on a simulation using the MY threemoment scheme for the severe hailstorm on 28 April 2015 over Jiangsu
Province, China, with ARPS. Following MY05a, the mean-mass diameter
Dmx (mm) for each hydrometer is given by
]
[
ρQX 13
Dmx =
(2)
Cx NTx

2. Overview of the hailstorm event
In the afternoon of 28 April 2015, a long-duration, hail-producing,
multi-cellular convective system (MCS) swept southeastward through
most of Jiangsu Province, China, producing a large number of egg-sized
hailstones accumulated on the ground. According to the severe weather
reports from the China Meteorological Administration (CMA), egg-sized
hail fell over Jiangsu and lasted for nearly seven hours (from around
0700 to 1400 UTC), accompanied by intense lightning and damaging
surface winds (>23 m s− 1). L20 noted that the lifecycle of this longlasting, hail-producing MCS is characterized by two stages. In the first
stage, a series of convective cells initiated along the northwest border of
Jiangsu Province and the storms organized into a northwest-southeast
line as they moved southeastward. In the second stage, the MCS even
tually evolved into an eastward-moving bow-echo structure. The MCS
produced a long swath of hailfall from northwestern through south
eastern Jiangsu Province (L18).
The synoptic patterns associated with this event showed that
northeastern coastal regions of China were located ahead of a deep,
southeastward-tilted, upper-level East Asian trough, and underneath the
corresponding East Asian upper-tropospheric jet stream (c.f., Fig. 3a in
L18). From middle to lower levels, a strong convergence zone from the
northwest through southeast Jiangsu Province was set up between two
vortices, with one overland and one over the East China Sea (c.f.,
Figs. 3b–d in L18). Moreover, L20 found that an earlier MCS played
critical roles in generating and enhancing the over-sea vortex via bar
oclinic vorticity generation at the leading edge of its rearward spreading
cold pool. Moreover, sounding and wind profiler radar observations in
Nanjing City Jiangsu Province, showed high convective available po
tential energy reaching 2476 J kg− 1 at 0600 UTC 28 April and strong
0–6 km vertical wind shear of ~15 to ~23 m s− 1 between 0600 and 1200
UTC 28 April (Xu et al., 2016). The sounding also presented a dry and
cold layer above a warm and humid near-surface layer, which was
conducive to larger hailstones reaching the ground (Costa et al., 2001;
L17).

/

where cx = 6π ρx , ρ and ρx (kg m− 3) are the ambient air density and hy
drometeor density of category x, respectively; Qx is the hydrometeor
mixing ratio and NTx is the total number concentration. Earlier studies
(e.g., MY05a; Seifert, 2008; Milbrandt and Mctaggart-Cowan, 2010)
found relations between α and Dm, although the relations obtained were
based on one-dimensional idealized simulations. Thus, this study at
tempts to obtain more general and realistic relations of α based on a real
hailstorm simulation using the MY three-moment scheme. Our previous
study (L18) successfully reproduced the hailstorm evolution, storm
structure and intensity using this three-moment scheme. In particular,
the hail prediction skill of the three-moment scheme was found to be
better than the one- or two-moment MY schemes. Thus, the output data
of three-moment simulation at 1-km grid spacing every ten min between
0600 and 1600 UTC 28 April 2015 covering entire Jiangsu Province are
used to diagnose the relations of α with Dm. As we focus on the storm
regions, thresholds are applied to the predicted mixing ratio (Qx), total
number concentration (NTx) and radar reflectivity factor (Zx) for each
hydrometeor (x refers to rain, snow, graupel, and hail categories) for
data fitting. As Qx, NTx and Zx are independently predicted in the threemoment scheme, their thresholds are independently determined as 1 ×
10− 5 kg kg− 1, 1 m− 3 and 1 × 10− 18 m6 m− 3 in our case, respectively.
Fig. 1 shows the scatterplots of α versus Dm for each hydrometeor.
The scatters reveal high variability of α for the hydrometeors generated
by the three-moment scheme, with the α of rain, graupel and hail
changing from zero to six (Figs. 1a-c), and the α of snow being larger
than ten (Fig. 1d). The range of prognostic α for rain is generally
consistent with rainfall drop size distribution observations in East China
(e.g., Chen et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2017a, 2017b, 2019), which also
indicate that the default constant value of α in most two-moment
schemes is clearly not reasonable. To obtain more general results, the
Dm of each hydrometeor is divided into ten bins. Following Zhang et al.

3. Fitting of α-Dm relations for two-moment microphysics
scheme
Shape parameter α has important effects on microphysical processes.
For example, increase in α represents narrowing of the hydrometeor PSD
that can result from microphysical processes such as size sorting
(MY05a), and most microphysical processes depend on the PSD. Thus, it
is crucial to obtain realistic temporal and spatial variations of α.
3
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Fig. 1. Scatterplots and fits of shape parameter α and mean-mass diameter Dm obtained from the CNTL experiment using the MY three-moment scheme for (a) rain,
(b) graupel, (c) hail and (d) snow. For clarity, every five thousand points out of those used in the fitting are plotted. For the purpose of fitting, the Dm values of each
hydrometeor categories are divided into ten bins and the red stars show the average pairs of α-Dm for each bin, and the solid black lines are the corresponding
relations fitted to the stars. For snow, Dms values remain within a small range between 0.25 and 1.5 mm, and there is no clear relation between its shape parameter
and Dms so no fit relation is derived for snow.

(2001), the least-squares polynomial fit is applied to the averaged α and
Dm in each bin, resulting in

biases in the derived α due to the sampling biases of the smaller values of
α. Note that the snow Dm values stay within a small range of 0.5–1.0 mm
(Fig. 1d) and all snow α values have a similar frequency, such that no
appropriate relation between snow α and Dm can be found therefore the
mean α value of snow in the three-moment simulation, which is about
4.6, is used here. The new diagnostic α-Dm relations for rain, graupel and
hail are then implemented into the MY two-moment scheme, and the
new scheme is applied to the simulations of the same hailstorm, and
another hailstorm studied in L17. The results of the latter case are not
shown due to space limitation.

(3)

α = c1 Dm 4 + c2 Dm 3 + c3 Dm 2 + c4 Dm + c5 ,

where c1, c2, c3, c4 and c5 are the constants for rain, graupel and hail,
summarized in Table 1. The fits on averaged α-Dm pairs within each bin
for rain, graupel, and hail represent well the overall dependence of the
two parameters (solid black lines in Figs. 1a–c). As the higher fre
quencies of smaller α for rain, graupel and hail are applied to the fits to
the averaged α-Dm pairs (Figs. 1a–c), there may exist somewhat low

4. Configurations of numerical experiments
Table 1
Constants in the new diagnostic relations of α for all hydrometeors.
Category x

c1x

c2x

c3x

c4x

c5x

Rain
Graupel
Hail
Snow

− 0.08732
− 0.01719
n/a
n/a

0.83172
0.16847
n/a
n/a

− 2.63679
− 0.51237
− 0.05042
n/a

2.97407
0.69711
0.7273
n/a

− 0.18781
0.27196
− 0.19362
4.6

Simulations of the Jiangsu hailstorm are performed using the ARPS
model, and the setup of the numerical experiments is identical to that of
L18. All experiments are initialized at 0000 UTC 28 April 2015 and run
for 16 h. The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
operational global model final analysis dataset at 1◦ × 1◦ resolution is
used for the initial and boundary conditions. Two one-way nested
4
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domains at horizontal grid spacing of 3 km and 1 km are used, and the
size of the inner domain at 1-km resolution is 460 × 460 km2, covering
almost the whole of Jiangsu Province (Fig. 2). Fifty-three vertical levels
are used, with the vertical grid spacing varying from 50 m near the
surface to 1000 m at the model top, stretching according to a hyperbolic
tangent function. A lateral boundary relaxation zone of twelve grids is
employed to allow for gradual transition of the model solution towards
that of external boundary condition so as to avoid near-boundary
discontinuity (Xue et al., 1995). A fourth-order monotonic computa
tional mixing scheme (Xue et al., 2000) with a coefficient of 0.005 s− 1 is
applied to suppress numerical noise, and the subgrid-scale turbulent
mixing is parameterized by a 1.5-order turbulence kinetic energy
scheme. More detailed descriptions about the physics options in the
ARPS model can be found in Xue et al. (2001, 2003).
To evaluate the relative performance of the new α-Dm relations for
hydrometeors implemented into the two-moment MY scheme within
ARPS, simulation experiments are performed using one-, two-, and
three-moment options of the MY schemes. The experiment using the
three-moment scheme is taken as the benchmark and is called the CNTL
experiment. There are four two-moment experiments, named FixA,
DiagA, DiagA_NewFit and DiagA_HailFit. FixA uses a fixed α of zero for
all the categories, DiagA uses the default α-Dm relations proposed by
MY05a; DiagA_NewFit uses the new α-Dm relations derived for all hy
drometeors within this study, and DiagA_HailFit uses the new α-Dm
relation for hail only while setting α for rain and graupel to fix zero
value. Through comparison with FixA, experiments DiagA_HailFit and
DiagA_NewFit are designed to investigate how much difference the
newly derived relations for hail alone and for all hydrometeors make to
hail prediction. The simulation using the one-moment MY scheme is
named Single, with α and N0 for all categories taking on default constant
values. Key parameters of all experiments are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2
List of sensitivity simulations using a package of MY schemes.
Experiment

Description

CNTL
FixA

Three-moment scheme, three parameters of PSD prognostic
Two-moment scheme, fixed α of zero for x ϵ (ice, rain, snow,
graupel, and hail)
Two-moment scheme, diagnostic α based on relations proposed by
MY05a for x
Two-moment scheme, diagnosed α based on new relations for rain,
graupel and hail; for ice, α = 0; for snow, α = 4.6
Same as in DiagA_NewFit, but fixed α = 0 for rain and graupel
One-moment scheme, fixed α = 0 for x
NTcloud=1×108 m3; N0rain=8×106 m-4;
N0snow=3×106 m-4; N0graupel=4×105 m-4;
N0hail=4×104 m-4

DiagA
DiagA_NewFit
DiagA_HailFit
Single

5.1. Comparison of simulated reflectivity to radar observations
Compared with radar observations, all experiments generally cap
ture the overall structure and evolution of the hailstorm system, albeit
there still exist differences between observations and simulations when
comparing the convective cells on the one to one basis (not shown). For
example, Fig. 3 shows the composite (column-maximum) radar reflec
tivity fields of the hailstorm system at 1100 UTC 28 April 2015 from
radar observations and the six experiments using the one-, two- and
three-moment configurations of the MY microphysics. It is clear that
peak values of radar reflectivity lower than 60 dBZ in Single and DiagA
at 1100 UTC are underestimated (Figs. 3b, d), while FixA overestimates
the hailstorm intensity, predicting larger areas of high reflectivity (>60
dBZ) (Fig. 3c). The reasons for the differences in storm intensities among
the experiments have been presented in L18.
The radar reflectivity fields predicted by DiagA_NewFit resembles
that of CNTL more than DiagA_HailFit does (Figs. 3 e, f, g), as Dia
gA_HailFit slightly overestimates reflectivity compared to CNTL, espe
cially over areas of stratiform clouds (Figs. 3f, g). The reflectivity
differences between FixA, DiagA_HailFit and DiagA_NewFit are due to
their different treatments of α for rain, graupel, and hail. FixA uses fixed
α of zero for all categories, DiagA_HailFit only applies the new relation
for hail with α for rain and graupel being set to zero, while DiagA_NewFit
uses the new α relations for rain, graupel, and hail. More discussions on
the impacts of the newly derived α relations applied to hail alone and to
all three hydrometeor categories will be presented later. In short, the
experiment using a two-moment scheme with the new α–Dm relations
diagnosed from output of a three-moment simulation produces simu
lated reflectivity that is close to that of the three-moment experiment,
but at a lower cost. Here, we point out that given many uncertainties
with the reflectivity calculations from the predicted microphysical states
(e.g., the wetness of hail), the comparison of simulated reflectivity
against observations should be viewed with some caution.

5. Results
The results of simulations and hail prediction skills using different
MP schemes are presented and discussed in this section. Diagnostics on
the microphysical processes are also performed to help understand how
the shape parameter α affects hail prediction.

5.2. Hail prediction skills using different MP schemes
To further evaluate the impacts of the new α-Dm relations on hail
prediction, the predicted maximum estimated size of hail (MESH; Witt
et al., 1998), surface accumulated hail number concentration (SAHNC;
L18), and surface accumulated hail mass (SAHM) from all experiments
are examined.
5.2.1. MESH
The MESH algorithm has been widely used in both operational
forecasting and research studies to estimate the maximum hail size
arriving at the surface (e.g., Witt et al., 1998; Cintineo et al., 2012;
Snook et al., 2016; Labriola et al., 2017; L17, L18). The main attractive
aspect of MESH is its relatively uniform spatial coverage; it is much less
sensitive to population bias as surface-based hail reports are (e.g., Wyatt
and Witt, 1997; Davis and LaDue, 2004; Snook et al., 2016). In short,
MESH (Witt et al., 1998) estimates the maximum size of hail occurring at

Fig. 2. Model domains at 3- and 1-km (outer and inner boxes) grid spacings for
simulation experiments.
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Fig. 4. Maximum estimated size of hail (MESH) (mm) derived from (a) the
operational radar observations, and experiments using different MY schemes,
including (b) Single, (c) FixA, (d) DiagA, (e) DiagA_NewFit, (f) DiagA_HailFit
and (g) CNTL. MESH fields are calculated for the inner domain at 1-km grid
resolution between 0600 and 1600 UTC 28 April 2015 at five-min intervals.

Fig. 3. Composite (column-maximum) radar reflectivity (dBZ) from (a) oper
ational radar observations, and experiments using various configurations of the
MY schemes, including experiments (b) Single, (c) FixA, (d) DiagA, (e) Dia
gA_NewFit, (f) DiagA_HailFit and (g) CNTL, at 1100 UTC 28 April 2015.

portion of the swath (Figs. 4a, g).
Compared to other experiments using one- or two-moment schemes,
DiagA_NewFit reproduces the MESH swath of CNTL the best, generating
several centres of MESH approaching 40 mm (Figs. 4e, g). Overall, the
MESH values in DiagA_NewFit are lower than those of CNTL though, but
not as low as those of Single and DiagA. This is also consistent with the
predicted radar reflectivity from DiagA_NewFit that is generally the
closest to that of CNTL (Figs. 3e, g). Notably, DiagA_HailFit produces
smaller values of MESH below 35 mm than DiagA_NewFit and CNTL
(Figs. 4e, f, g); however, its corresponding radar reflectivity is over
estimated (Figs. 3e, f, g). This suggests that larger quantities of smallersized hailstones are generated in DiagA_HailFit than in DiagA_NewFit,
consistent with the PSD analyses to be presented in Section 5.3 later.

the surface from a weighted integration of radar reflectivity exceeding
40 dBZ above the melting level, and it can be calculated from both threedimensional observed radar reflectivity and from model simulated
reflectivity. However, given the reliance of MESH on the reflectivity
above the melting level, there are clear uncertainties in such an esti
mation so it may be considered a proxy for actual maximum hail size at
the surface for forecast evaluation purpose here. In the next two sub
sections, we will also examine alternative ways of estimating surface
hail mass, hail number, and maximum hail size.
Fig. 4 presents the swaths of MESH derived from radar observations
and simulations using various MP schemes at 1-km grid spacing between
0600 and 1600 UTC at 5-min intervals. As noted in L18, the radarderived MESH ranging from 35 to 50 mm (Fig. 4a) is generally consis
tent with the hailstones observations reported by CMA. It was also found
that MESH derived from the CNTL produced higher fractional skill
scores than Single, FixA and DiagA (c.f., Fig. 9 in L18), although some
underestimation of MESH values still exists in CNTL within the southern

5.2.2. SAHNC and SAHM
The total kinetic energy from hail falling to the ground determines to
a large extent the destructiveness of a hailstorm. In this respect, L18
proposed the surface accumulated hail number concentration (SAHNC)
parameter, which can be used to identify the number of surface accu
mulated hailstones larger than a specific size. Given that no high-quality
in-situ hail count and mass observations are available, inter6
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comparisons are performed among experiments using the various MP
schemes, taking reports from CMA as references.
The SAHNC swaths for hail diameter thresholds of 30 and 40 mm
(SAHNC30/40) from all experiments are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. As
concluded in L18, the surface accumulated SAHNC30/40 and total mass
from CNTL are consistent with the accumulated hail depth exceeding 10
cm over some areas according to CMA report and photographs taken
during this event, corresponding to a number of 103– 104 m− 2 for hail
larger than 4 cm. The significant overestimation and underestimation of
SAHNC from FixA, and Single and DiagA, respectively, are generally
consistent with their corresponding MESH and radar reflectivity fields
(L18).
In comparison to FixA, DiagA_NewFit produces similar SAHNC30/40
extents and the same orders of magnitudes (~104–106 and 102–105 m− 2)
for intense hailfall regions compared to CNTL (Figs. 5d, f, 6d, f). Thus,
the new α-Dm relations improve the explicit forecasts of hail number
concentrations at the surface compared with the other one- or twomoment schemes. Moreover, the SAHNC30/40 of DiagA_HailFit
(Figs. 5e, 6e) are about one order of magnitude smaller than those of
DiagA_NewFit at some parts of the swaths, consistent with its slight
underestimation of MESH (Fig. 4f). These results indicate that the newly
derived relations for rain and graupel also play important roles in
improving the prediction of hail size and total number accumulation at
the surface.
Aside from SAHNC, SAHM during the hailstorm’s lifespan between
0600 and 1600 UTC is also compared among the experiments. For
example, compared against CNTL (Fig. 7f), Single and DiagA underes
timate SAHM at the ground (Figs. 7a, c); FixA produces twice the width
of SAHM swath compared to CNTL (Fig. 7b) (L18). The SAHM range and
Fig. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for SAHNC with hail diameters exceeding 40 mm.

peak values (~80 mm) in both DiagA_NewFit and DiagA_HailFit are
closer to that of CNTL than FixA, although it is somewhat under
estimated over some portions of the swaths (Figs. 7d–f). Moreover, the
SAHM generated by DiagA_HailFit is 10–20 mm higher than that by
DiagA_NewFit, especially over the southern portions of the swaths
(Figs. 7d–e). The larger SAHM in DiagA_HailFit should mainly come
from smaller-sized hailstones with diameters below 30 mm (c.f., Figs. 4f,
5, 6e). More physical explanations for the differences in the hail pre
dictions among FixA, DiagA_HailFit and DiagA_NewFit are investigated
via PSD examinations and microphysical budget analyses in the next two
subsections.
5.3. Hail size distributions within simulations
To help understand the reasons for the differences in hail prediction
skills among the experiments using various MP schemes, hail size dis
tributions within the simulated storms are examined. Figs. 8 and 9 show
vertical cross-sections of the hail mixing ratio (Qh) and total number
concentration (NTh), and the maximum hail size (Dmax) and radar
reflectivity (Z), respectively, for all experiments. Following MY06a and
L18, Dmax is defined as the maximum hail size for which the total number
of hailstones larger than Dmax is equal to a threshold number of NTH; the
threshold value is set to be 10− 4 m− 3. The cross-sections are taken from
west to east through the primary hail-mass core within the storms at
1100 UTC of each experiment, as indicated by the solid black lines in
Figs. 3b–f. As particle size spectra have direct effects on most micro
physical processes, the size spectra of hail, graupel and rain particles at
low and high levels from all experiments are also examined (Fig. 10).
Significant differences in the simulated PSDs are exhibited among
the experiments using various MP schemes. For example, it was noted in
L18 that as Single only predicts Qx, the corresponding NTx and Zx are
diagnostically related to Qx; the Qx, NTx and Zx of Single are generally

Fig. 5. Surface accumulated hail number concentration (SAHNC) with hail
diameters exceeding 30 mm (in a base-10 logarithmic scale; m− 2) from ex
periments (a) Single, (b) FixA, (c) DiagA, (d) DiagA_NewFit, (e) DiagA_HailFit
and (f) CNTL, between 0600 and 1600 UTC for the inner domain at 1km resolution.
7
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in hail and graupel size at the low levels (Figs. 10a, c, e).
5.4. Differences in simulated microphysical processes
To gain additional physical insights into the differences among the
experiments, detailed microphysical budget analyses are performed.
Besides adding hail mass budget analyses for DiagA_NewFit and Dia
gA_HailFit based on that in L18, mass budget analyses are also per
formed for graupel and rain to examine the effects of their α-Dm relations
and corresponding impacts on hail prediction. The mass budget analyses
are based on the corresponding prediction equations of MY scheme (c.f.,
eqs. A7, A6, A3 in MY05b). As noted in L18, the dominant microphysical
processes responsible for hail mass growth in this hailstorm are hail
collection of cloud water (QCLch), collection of rain (QCLrh) and melting
of hail (QMLhr); other microphysical processes are minimal. It is also
found herein that the dominant processes for graupel are graupel
collection of cloud (QCLcg) and melting of graupel (QMLgr); the dominant
rainwater processes are melting of graupel (QMLgr) and hail (QMLhr),
and collection by hail (QCLrh). Mass productions from other processes
for graupel and rain are minimal.
Figs. 11–13 depict the time series of domain-total mass and dominant
mass production rates for hail, graupel and rain at 1-km grid spacing
between 0600 and 1600 UTC for multi-moment experiments. The pro
files of dominant process rates are shown in Fig. 14. Finally, the accu
racies of the new α relations for hail, graupel and rain are also assessed
(Fig. 15). Since the PSD features within Single are unreasonable (c.f.,
Figs. 8, 9a, 10) and the corresponding process rates differ significantly,
its results are not included in the plots.
As concluded in L18, the domain-total hail mass is significantly
overestimated by FixA (Fig. 11a, ~6.2 × 105 Kiloton at 0940 UTC),
primarily contributed by its higher QCLch rate at higher levels above 3
km MSL (Figs. 11b, 14a); on the contrary, the QCLch and QMLhr rates by
DiagA are much lower than those of CNTL (Figs. 11b, d). Besides, the
domain-total graupel mass from FixA is ~0.2 × 104 Kiloton less than
that of CNTL (Fig. 12a), due to the counteracting effects of lower QCLcg
and QMLgr rates at upper and lower levels, respectively (Figs. 12b–c,
14b). The lower QCLcg rate in FixA with larger graupel sizes may be
primarily compensated by its larger QCLch (Fig. 11b), and the lower rate
of QMLgr is assumed to be related to slower melting of larger-sized
graupel particles (Fig. 10c). The underestimated QMLgr, overestimated
QMLhr and QCLrh within low levels by FixA result in slightly larger
domain-total rain mass than CNTL (Figs. 13a–d, 14c). Moreover, the
domain-total graupel mass, QCLcg and QMLgr from DiagA are all
underestimated compared with those of CNTL (Figs. 12a–c). Conse
quently, to achieve water mass conservation within the model domain,
larger domain-total rain mass is produced in DiagA (Fig. 13a), although
with smaller rain particle sizes at lower levels (Fig. 10e).
DiagA_HailFit predicts less domain-total hail mass compared to
DiagA_NewFit (Fig. 11a), resulting from the smaller QCLch aloft, smaller
QCLrh and larger QMLhr at lower levels (Figs. 11b–d, 14a). The smaller
QCLch, QCLrh and larger QMLhr from DiagA_HailFit are also consistent
with its smaller Dmax within the storm and smaller MESH values on the
surface than DiagA_NewFit (Figs. 4e–f, 9c–d). In addition, DiagA_HailFit
predicts smaller domain-total graupel mass, with lower QCLcg and QMLgr
than DiagA_NewFit (Figs. 12a–c, 14b). The lower QMLgr in DiagA_HailFit
is related to its larger sizes of graupel at low levels due to excessive size
sorting, where graupel melting is less efficient (Fig. 10c). The domaintotal rain mass of DiagA_HailFit is larger than that of DiagA_NewFit,
primarily resulting from the higher QMLhr and lower QCLrh within lower
levels (Figs. 13a–d, 14c). The fixed α of zero for rain in DiagA_HailFit
also leads to even larger raindrop sizes at lower levels than FixA
(Figs. 10e, 15c) due to excessive size sorting of rain (MY05a).
Moreover, the domain-total hail mass from DiagA_NewFit and its
dominant mass rates are the closest to those of CNTL among the ex
periments, although there still exist some overestimation of QMLhr
within lower levels (Figs. 11a–d, 14a). This is also consistent with its

Fig. 7. SAHM in water-equivalent depth (mm) between 0600 and 1600 UTC 28
April 2015 from experiments (a) Single, (b) FixA, (c) DiagA, (d) DiagA_NewFit,
(e) DiagA_HailFit and (f) CNTL, for the inner domain at 1-km grid spacing.

collocated (Figs. 8a, 9a). The hail particles in the storm from Single
examined herein also show homogeneous sizes around 0.04 mm from
low to high levels (Figs. 9a, 10a–b), since no size sorting of hydrome
teors can be represented in one-moment scheme (MY05a; L18). For the
same reason, the graupel size at the high level from Single is also
significantly overestimated compared with experiments using multimoment schemes (Fig. 10d). The particle sizes of hail, graupel and
rain at the low level from FixA using α = 0 for all hydrometeors are
significantly larger than those of CNTL (Figs. 9b, 10a, c, e). However,
due to the overestimation of α for hail, graupel and rain in DiagA
compared to CNTL (Figs. 15a–c), their size sorting effects are strongly
suppressed (MY05a; L18), so that the particle sizes at lower levels in
DiagA are much smaller (Figs. 9c, 10c–e).
DiagA_HailFit overpredicts the NTh values within the storm
compared to FixA and DiagA_NewFit while generating Qh close to Dia
gA_NewFit (Figs. 8b, d, e). Thus, the hailstones produced by Dia
gA_HailFit are smaller than by FixA and DiagA_NewFit (Figs. 9b, d, e,
10a–b). These are also consistent with its underestimation of MESH and
SAHNC30/40 as aforementioned (c.f., Figs. 4f, 5e, 6e). On the contrary,
the rain and graupel sizes at low levels from DiagA_HailFit are even
larger than those of FixA (Figs. 10c, e), due to the excessive size sorting
of graupel and rain (MY05a). These also contribute to the larger radar
reflectivity over the areas of stratiform clouds in DiagA_HailFit
compared to DiagA_NewFit (c.f., Figs. 3e–f). Moreover, the peak values
of Qh and NTh in DiagA_NewFit are ~11 g m− 3 and 103.5 m− 3, closer to
those of CNTL than FixA and DiagA_HailFit (Figs. 8b, d, e, f). In
particular, the vertical distribution of Dmax from DiagA_NewFit, with its
peaks of 80–100 mm below the freezing level, is the closest to that of
CNTL (Figs. 9d, f). The hail, graupel and rain particle size spectra at the
low and high levels within the storm in CNTL are also the best repro
duced by DiagA_NewFit, although there are still slight underestimation
8
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Fig. 8. Vertical cross-sections of hail total number concentration (shaded, in a base-10 logarithmic scale, m− 3) and mass mixing ratio (black contours, g m− 3) at 1100
UTC from experiments (a) Single, (b) FixA, (c) DiagA, (d) DiagA_NewFit, (e) DiagA_HailFit and (f) CNTL. The magenta contours denote the freezing level. The cross
sections are taken through the primary hail mass cores of storms indicated by the black lines in Fig. 3.

slight underestimation of MESH and surface hail mass as discussed
before (Figs. 4e, 7d). The domain-total graupel mass, the corresponding
QCLcg and QMLgr rates from DiagA_NewFit are also closer to those of
CNTL than FixA and DiagA_HailFit (Fig. 12), the same as for rain cate
gory (Fig. 13). Primarily ascribed to the overestimation of QMLhr within
lower levels from DiagA_NewFit (Figs. 13c, 14c), domain-total rain mass
from DiagA_NewFit is slightly overestimated than that of CNTL
(Fig. 13a).
The mean α values for hail from DiagA_NewFit and CNTL increase
from approximately zero to ~0.5 between 4 km and 3 km MSL slightly
while the α increases much more rapidly from 3 km towards the surface
(Fig. 15a). The lower increase rate of mean α for hail between 4 km and
3 km MSL than the levels below represents a wider hail particle size
distribution (PSD) due to the mixing of QCLch and QCLrh (i.e., the riming
and wet growth of hail) within the clouds (Fig. 14a). On the other hand,
the rapid increase of mean α for hail below 3 km MSL (around the height
of melting level), indicating a rapid narrowing PSD, which is more likely
related to the strong QCLrh (i.e., the wet growth of hail) and QMLhr
(Fig. 14a). The mean α for graupel remains at ~0.5 above 3 km MSL, and
increases slightly from ~3 km MSL towards the surface (Fig. 15b),
representing narrowing PSD of graupel due to QMLgr and size sorting of
graupel; for rain, the α values range from 0.2 to 0.5 (Fig. 15c). The α for

rain from DiagA_NewFit is slightly smaller than that of CNTL, consistent
with its wider rain size spectra than CNTL (Fig. 10e). The differences in α
between DiagA_NewFit and CNTL may be at least partially attributed to
the limitations of raindrop breakup process in the MY three-moment
scheme, so as their differences in the rain mass budget analyses, as
discussed earlier.
Moreover, the larger values of α in DiagA_NewFit compared with the
fixed α of zero in FixA and DiagA_HailFit represent narrower PSD, with
fewer large particles in the PSD tail. In this way, collection growth of
particles in DiagA_NewFit, e.g., QCLrh rate is significantly limited than in
FixA below 4 km MSL (Figs. 11b–c). The excessive size sorting in FixA is
also curtailed in DiagA_NewFit, as its larger diagnostic values of α can
determine a smaller size sorting ratio. On the other hand, the mean α
values for hail and rain do not decrease rapidly with height and maintain
at ~3 above 3 km MSL in DiagA (Figs. 15a, c); its mean α for graupel
decreases rapidly from ~12 near the surface to ~3 at around 3 km MSL
and remains at ~3 above (Fig. 15b). Thus, it is clear that DiagA_NewFit
better reproduces the vertical variations of α for hail, graupel and rain in
CNTL than other experiments.
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for vertical cross-sections of Dmax (shaded, mm) and radar reflectivity (black contours, dBZ).

6. Summary and conclusions

further improved in future studies.
The new α-Dm relations are implemented into the MY two-moment
scheme. To investigate its impacts on hail prediction, experiments
using one-, two- and three-moment schemes are performed for the
Jiangsu hailstorm at 1-km grid spacing. The experiment using the threemoment scheme is taken as the control simulation (referred to as CNTL).
Five experiments are performed: experiment Single using the onemoment scheme and other four experiments using the two-moment
schemes, with fixed α of zero in FixA, diagnostic α based on the α-Dm
relations from MY05a in DiagA, the new diagnostic relations for hail,
graupel and rain in DiaA_NewFit, and new α relation for hail only in
DiaA_HailFit. First, verifications against operational radar observations
indicate that all experiments can generally capture the overall structure
and evolution of the hailstorm. However, substantial differences exist in
the simulated storm intensities among the experiments using the various
microphysics schemes. For example, DiagA_HailFit generates larger
reflectivity values over areas of stratiform clouds than DiagA_NewFit
does, and DiagA_NewFit predicts radar reflectivity that is closest to that
of CNTL among all experiments.
Hail predictions of the experiments in terms of MESH, SAHNC, and
SAHM are examined. Compared to other experiments using one- and
two-moment schemes, DiagA_NewFit best reproduces MESH based on

In this study, new relations between the shape parameter α of gamma
PSD and the mean-mass diameter Dm for the rain, graupel and hail hy
drometeor categories are derived based on the simulation of a real se
vere hailstorm case in eastern China on 28 April 2015 at 1-km horizontal
grid spacing using the three-moment MY microphysics scheme with the
ARPS model. During the hailstorm event, a number of egg-sized hail
stones were reported over Jiangsu Province, along with intense light
ning and damaging surface winds. Simulation using the three-moment
scheme is taken as a reference, as previous studies have noted that threemoment schemes can directly predict three free parameters of the
gamma size distribution and best reproduce the observed storm evolu
tion compared with other schemes. This approach is also motivated by
earlier studies that found strong relations between α and Dm, and the fact
that two-moment schemes using diagnostic α can produce results closer
to three-moment schemes than corresponding two-moment schemes
using fixed values of α. The least-squares polynomial fit is applied to the
averaged α and Dm within ten bins, which are predefined based on Dm.
However, it is also noted that more accurate parameterizations of the
microphysical processes in MY three-moment scheme are still in need, e.
g., the raindrop breakup and snow fragmentation processes, that will be
10
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Fig. 10. Particle size distributions for hail (a–b), graupel (c–d) and rain (e) at different lower and higher levels within the storms at 1100 UTC from experiments
Single, FixA, DiagA_HailFit, DiagA_NewFit, DiagA and CNTL.

radar observations and MESH from CNTL, yielding values ranging from
35 to 50 mm. The SAHNC30/40 in DiagA_NewFit are of the same orders
of magnitudes as in CNTL, although the corresponding SAHM is some
what underestimated over several parts of the SAHM swaths. In contrast,
DiagA_HailFit produces smaller MESH (below 35 mm) and SAHNC30/
40 values than DiagA_NewFit, indicating that the newly derived re
lations for rain and graupel also contribute to improving hail size and
total number predictions. Note that there still exist some uncertainties in
the comparisons of the simulated radar reflectivity and the modelderived MESH against the radar observed reflectivity and the corre
sponding radar-derived MESH. The direct comparisons of the model
simulations against the observed hail size should be ideal; however,
reliable hail size observation datasets are not available.
Examinations of PSDs in the storms show that both hail and graupel
particles aloft in Single have unreasonably large sizes compared to ex
periments using multi-moment schemes, as no size sorting of

hydrometeors is represented when only the mass moment is predicted.
Excessive size sorting of hail, graupel and rain in FixA with α = 0 for all
hydrometeors contributes to the significantly overestimated particle
sizes at lower levels. On the contrary, the hail, graupel and rain particle
sizes at lower levels in DiagA are much smaller than those in CNTL as
size sorting is strongly suppressed with overestimated α. DiagA_HailFit
generates smaller hail sizes within the storm compared to Dia
gA_NewFit, consistent with its smaller MESH and SAHNC. The rain and
graupel sizes predicted by DiagA_HailFit are significantly overestimated
at lower levels, which are even larger than in FixA, responsible for the
overestimation of radar reflectivity over the areas of stratiform clouds.
Generally speaking, the hail, graupel and rain PSD features within the
storm of DiagA_NewFit are the closest to those of CNTL.
Detailed microphysical budget analyses are also performed for
dominant microphysical processes contributing to hydrometeor mass
growth. The domain-total hail mass is significantly overestimated by
11
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Domain Total Grauple Mass (104 Kiloton)

Fig. 11. Time series of domain-total (a) hail mass over the
inner domain at 1-km resolution and (b-d) rates of dominant
microphysical processes responsible for hail production be
tween 0600 and 1600 UTC for experiments using multimoment schemes, i.e., FixA, DiagA_HailFit, DiagA_NewFit,
DiagA and CNTL. The dominant microphysical processes
include hail collection of cloud water (QCLch, panel b), collec
tion of rainwater (QCLrh, panel c), and melting of hail (QMLhr,
panel d). Hail mass contribution from other microphysical
processes are minimal and not shown.

Fig. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for time series of domain-total (a) graupel mass, and (b–c) rates of dominant microphysical processes responsible for graupel mass
production. The dominant microphysical processes include graupel collection of cloud water (QCLcg, panel b) and melting of graupel (QMLgr, panel c). Other
microphysical processes contributions to graupel mass are minimal and not shown.

FixA, and its graupel mass is underestimated. The domain-total hail and
graupel mass are underestimated in DiagA, and the rain mass is over
estimated compared to CNTL, generating underestimated particle sizes
of hail, graupel and rain. Besides, DiagA_HailFit predicts less domaintotal hail and graupel mass, and larger rain mass compared with Dia
gA_NewFit, with lower QMLgr related to its larger graupel size at lower
levels due to excessive size sorting. Above all, DiagA_NewFit predicts the
closet domain-total mass and microphysical processes to CNTL,
although the QMLhr is slightly higher than CNTL. Furthermore,

DiagA_NewFit well reproduces the vertical variations of α for hail,
graupel and rain of those from CNTL, albeit the mean α values from
DiagA_NewFit are slightly smaller than the corresponding values from
CNTL.
This study serves as proof that the use of diagnostic relations of α
derived from a real case simulation using a three-moment scheme can
improve two-moment scheme simulations, enabling them to reproduce
storm intensities and hail predictions that is almost on a par with those
using a three-moment scheme, whilst retaining the computational
12
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Fig. 13. As in Fig. 11, but for time series of domain-total (a) rain mass, and (b–d) rates of dominant microphysical processes responsible for rain production. The
dominant microphysical processes include: melting of graupel and hail (QMLgr and QMLhr, panels b-c), hail collection of rain (QCLrh, panel d). Other microphysical
processes contributions to rain mass are minimal.

Fig. 14. Rate profiles of the dominant microphysical processes from experiments FixA, DiagA_HailFit, DiagA_NewFit, DiagA and CNTL for (a) hail mass production,
including QCLch, QCLrh and QMLhr, (b) graupel mass production, including QCLcg and QMLgr, and (c) rain mass production, including QMLgr, QMLhr and QCLrh. The
microphysical rates are averaged horizontally within the hailstorm for the inner 1-km domain between 0600 and 1600 UTC 28 April 2015 at 1-min intervals.

efficiency of the two-moment scheme. While similar studies have been
attempted before, the existing studies have been performed under much
more idealized settings. Even though the results presented in this paper
are based on a single case, we have applied the diagnostic α relations
derived in this current study to the pulse-type hailstorm studied earlier
in L17. The experiment using the new α relations predicts closer MESH
swaths to the experiment using three-moment scheme than all other
experiments using one- or two-moment schemes for that case also,
although there is underestimation in MESH values in that case too (not
shown). Given that the α relations were obtained by fitting to simulation

data of one hailstorm case, and improved results are also obtained when
applied to a different case, the efficacy of such an approach is demon
strated. It is possible that more generally applicable relations could be
obtained by fitting to three-moment simulation data of multiple cases,
then such relations can be tested for different types of precipitation
systems under different atmospheric conditions. These are topics for
future studies.
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Fig. 15. Profiles of shape parameters of hail, graupel and rain from experiments FixA, DiagA_HailFit, DiagA_NewFit, DiagA and CNTL, averaged horizontally within
the hailstorm for the inner 1-km domain between 0600 and 1600 UTC 28 April 2015 at 1-min intervals. The corresponding one standard deviations from the mean
shape parameters profiles are shaded.
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